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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3061362A1] The present invention addresses a problem to develop a novel shock absorbing structure which enables a repulsive force to
shift to a kick-out motion of a wearer smoothly while enabling impact to be absorbed stepwise when incorporated into a sole of a shoe or the like,
for example, and a shoe to which the shock absorbing structure is applied. [Solution] A shock absorbing structure of the present invention is formed
by including a column member, an elastic ring member that is provided by being fitted onto the column member, and upper and lower pressure
receiving portions that are connected by the column member, wherein the column member is capable of being deformed and restored at least in a
pressure receiving direction, the ring member has an effective working height set to be lower than the column member, and is formed to be in a non-
bonded state with the upper and lower pressure receiving portions, and at a time of pressure reception, the column member undergoes compression
deformation in the pressure receiving direction first, and thereafter, the ring member undergoes compression deformation in the pressure receiving
direction next, whereby multi-stage shock absorbing performance is exhibited.
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